THIRD COUNTRIES MARKET
ANALYSIS: BRAZIL and MOROCCO
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1. INTRODUCTION
According to the last European Cluster Observatory report, the internationalization, including business and
1
R&D cooperation relations, among EU clusters’ members and Africa and South America is on a very low level .
MOVE European Strategic Cluster Partnership (ESCP) offers an opportunity to stimulate and strengthen EU
clusters cooperation with two countries located in those geographical areas, Brazil and Morocco, whose
mobility, transport and logistics sectors are experiencing fast growing trends, and where there has been
relatively few clusters’ collaborations and internationalization experiences.
A quantitative and qualitative analysis of the logistic and transport-related market and its key players, with a
focus on trends and actors in the innovation field, has been carried out for both Brazil and Morocco, in order
to identify innovation opportunities and demands in both countries.
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Summary Report of Cluster Internationalisation and Global Mega Trends

2. BRAZIL
2.1 Market size and trends

Brazil has seen rapid and consistent economic growth for the past decade, turning it into one of the world’s
most vibrant and most looked at economies.
From 2000 to 2012, Brazil was one of the fastest-growing economies in the world, becoming in 2013 the 7th
largest economy in the world.
Strong opportunities for sustainable mobility and transports operators on Brazilian market come from big
urban centers, where the government is promoting sustainable transport policies based on the use of low
environmental impact solutions based on efficient technologies and in particular Intelligent Transport Systems
based on ICT.

Automotive sector
The automotive industry, including cars, buses and trucks manufacturing, represents the 12% of whole
manufacturing industry. Brazil is the 6th vehicle world producer in number of units, and it has one of the
fastest growing automobile manufacturing markets in the world, thanks to the increasing domestic demand
for mobility and the favorable national policies in terms of fiscal facilitation and logistic infrastructure
development.

With a population of more than 200 million people, it is the largest market in South America, offering great
business opportunity to car producers.
The Brazilian automotive market is dominated by four major players, (VW, GM, Fiat and Ford), but the
market, despite the presence of some major players, is characterized by a healthy competition, with increasing
levels of marketing spend, model releases. Moreover, from 2000, the number of car manufacturers
located in Brazil is steadily increased, with small brands like Hyundai making strong year-on- year gains.
“Popular” vehicles, as they are termed in Brazil, is actually the most attractive segment.
Brazil has very pro-national business laws in automotive sector. It imposes 35% of import duties to
2
vehicles and to imported replacement parts that will be needed during the course of a vehicle’s service life .
From 2004 to 2014, automotive industry in Brazil has experienced increased sales at an average of 10
percent per year. In terms of value, the production of trucks and buses has grown more than the production
of cars, with 154 000 units of trucks produced and registered in Brazil in 2012 and more than 33 500 buses
3
being produced in Brazil in the same year .
From 2014, the industry is facing strong headwinds of production and sales resulting from the poor
performance of the Brazilian economy. In 2015, the overall market in Brazil recorded 1.32 million units sold,
meaning 300.000 fewer units in comparison with 1.66 million sold in 2014. The commercial vehicles’ market is
facing a challenging period too, caused by the general reduced need for transportation, the recent slowdown
in Brazilian consumer goods market and the slower growth of logistics sector.

Automotive production trend (Source: Marketing Research media (2015))

However, despite these unfavorable structural elements, it is expected a moderate development in the Brazilian
automotive industry until 2018.
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http://www.automotive-fleet.com/article/story/2015/12/south-american-fleet-market-diverse-complex.aspx
Business Sweden (2014) “THE BRAZILIAN AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR: A DEEPER LOOK INTO THE AUTO PART SECTOR”

Transport and Logistics sector

Road and railway are actually the most important modalities of transportation in Brazil, followed by maritime
modality.

The 65,6% of goods transported by road is responsible for the 86,5% of GHG emissions from transport.
Studies from ILOS calculate that a different mix of transport modalities, reducing the weight of road
transportation, with the same volumes of goods, would lead to a decrease of emissions from 22% (UE
transport scenario) to 69% (Russia transport scenario). This scenario also reflects on the incidence of
logistics costs on the GDP of the country: the ratio is estimated as the 10,6% of the GDP, with transport
costs representing more than the half of the total.

Despite the recent reduction of the demand for goods transportation, the logistic sector is expected to grow
significantly in the next future, mainly because of the improvement of the infrastructures level in the country.
Brazil has in fact in the last years launched and started to implement its largest logistics investment
4
program .
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https://www.projetocrescer.gov.br/Paginas/Home.aspx

The program is aimed to create a modern infrastructure network for the development of efficient logistic for
most of the country, with an investment of about 121 US$ Billions over 30 years and the release of many
new concessions for management of infrastructures.
The program’s main goals are:
-

The implementation of the current federal highway network, with 7.500 km of new concessions
The implementation of the railway network, with about 8.000 km of new railways
The modernization of 270 regional airports
The remodeling of about 150 terminals inside public ports
Incentivize the establishment of privately used terminals outside public ports
A high speed train (TAV) from Rio de Janeiro to Campinas

The following paragraphs show some main figures of interest for the present analysis.

Road transportation of goods

International transports
According to information provided by the National Agency for Land Transport (http://www.antt.gov.br/), the
number of companies operating logistic services is relevant. The following table summarizes the number of
authorized companies and their fleet consistency, classified by origin and country of destination, updated to
5
October 2016.
Origin
BRASILEIRAS
ESTRANGEIRAS

Country of destination
ARGENTINA
BOLÍVIA
CHILE
PARAGUAI
PERU
URUGUAI
VENEZUELA

Country of destination
ARGENTINA
BOLÍVIA
CHILE
PARAGUAI
PERU
URUGUAI
VENEZUELA
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Companies
664
1.265
BRASILIAN COMPANIES
Companies
446
112
286
245
58
277
11
NOT-BRASILIAN COMPANIES
Companies
506
159
229
175
19
175
2

http://appweb2.antt.gov.br/tricemnumeros.asp

Fleet consistency
49.547
49.247

Fleet consistency
35.533
8.289
24.773
22.831
2.971
23.972
1.514

Fleet consistency
18.746
5.580
5.981
13.439
1.462
4.014
25

National transports

Type of operator
Autonomous operator
Enterprise
Cooperative
Total

Number of operators
645.733
159.670
344
805.747

Number of vehicles
804.049
1.156.413
21.444
1.981.906

Vehicles/operat
or
1,3
7,2
62,3
2,5

Maritime transportation of goods
Brazilian maritime national transportation of goods exploits both the existing internal waterways than the
coastal maritime routes (cabotage navigation).

Flows of transport on the internal waterways in 2014

Flows of transport on cabotage routes in 2014

The provision of maritime transport services is a public service and therefore to be exercised by a private
company needs the "grant of authority" of the public body holding such assignment.
Permits for navigation are granted by ANTAQ to four modes:
a) long distance;
b) cabotage;
c) offshore support;
d) fluvial and lacustrine port support

Number of Brazilian shipping companies

Number of ships owned

Age of ships (average)

Number of ships owned by the main shipping companies

Number of ships for each category

A report by IDB (Inter-American Development Bank) on freight logistics evidenced for Brazil the following
6
aspects :
-

Excessive usage of road transportation in detriment of inland waterways, maritime and railways
transportation
Interference of freight transportation with urban traffic flows due to absence of road and rail beltways
Low efficiency in ports and recurrent problems in waterside and landside accesses
Excessive delays due to customs and sanitary inspections
Road network weaknesses: capacity problems in certain segments, deficient maintenance
conditions, needs for rehabilitation
Distortions in traffic flows due to local taxation
Road piracy of freight merchandise
Institutional strengthening requirements: data, strategy, a National Logistics Council

Brazil is still highly dependent on highways for the internal transport of its production, and, due to that, the
quality of roads is a very relevant subject to the country in terms of competitiveness. The sector highly
demands new investments: from the over 98.000 km of roadways assessed across the country, 47% presented
some type of deficiency in pavement and 67% presented signaling problems like age worn road markings
or lack of signs. The largest percent of problems concerns roads geometry: 78% of roads present deficiencies
like lack of roadside, dangerous curves and long extensions of two-ways.7

Regarding instead Brazilian maritime international transports, 95% of the volume of internationally
commercialized goods in 2012 has passed through the 34 public harbours and 102 private use terminals.
Maritime transport is actually the main modality used for foreign trading, and the national investment
program is facing the challenge to maintain the entire system efficient and competitive.

6

Sources: National Logistic Plan, COPPEAD/UFRJ and Procomex Reports
http://www.brazilroadexpo.com.br/en/press/press-release-organization/893-brazil-road-expo-2015-gathers-main-technologies-relatedto-road-infrastructure
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Railway transportation of goods
The railway network have been privatized from 1996 to 1998, with 11 concessions released to 7 companies
that are actually represented by the National Association of Railway Transport companies.
Transport of goods by railways shows a positive trend, with almost 500 millions of tons in 2014.

Particularly significant is the increasing of the use of railways for intermodal transports, with an increasing of
about 32% of number of containers transported in 2014 compared to 2013.

The fleets of railway transport companies have started to be renewed in the last years, with 25 years of
age/wagon, expected to decrease to 18 years/wagon by 2020.

Multimodal and intermodal transportation
Multimodal transport is defined by the Brazilian legislation as “The transport of goods by at least two modes of
different transport, based on multimodal transport contract from a place in a country where the load is sent on
the operator's responsibility to a place designated for delivery situated in a different country”, and is
regulated by Law n° 9.611 (Transporte Multimodal de Cargas/1998).
Multimodal transport is governed by a single contract, using two or more modes of transport, including the
origin and destination of the cargo, and runs under the sole responsibility of a Multimodal Transport Operator
(OTM).

Brazilian companies
482

Not Brazilian companies
6

Total
488

2.1.1

Technological areas of interest for international cooperation

Technological innovation in the Brazilian sector of transport and logistics is mainly driven by the following
factors:
-

The necessity to regulate and optimize traffic flows in huge urban centers
The need of logistic operators to be more competitive on the market, in particular reducing costs
associated to transport through more efficient solutions
The raising awareness and level of commitment of transport and logistic operators about the
opportunities associated to a greener logistic system, influencing automotive sector and all the chain
of value of transport manufacturers and services providers

As concerning the “greening” of the logistics systems, the results of a survey carried out by ILOS in 2010 to
over 100 companies among the largest operating in Brazil, showed an increasing demand and commitment
of national companies for a green logistic: 72% of them have already promoted initiatives to reduce
environmental impacts of logistics activities of their business and 60% of the companies declare that their
8
logistics executives have committed to reach environmental goals.
9

The following key trends of the Brazilian logistics market have been identified :
-

integrated business model
multi-modality
greening urban freight system
improvement of security, to reduce costs of insurance

Intelligent Transport Systems
Today’s urban population of over 160 million, with the rate of urbanization standing at 84.4%, is stimulating
massive expansion, with ever-increasing distances and extremely high costs to attend to for public transport
networks. On the other hand, the automobile industry delivers about 200.000 vehicles to the market every
month10. This perpetuates the car/city combination, forcing planners to find solutions for sustainable mobility
that are compatible with the extending urban space.
In the face of an increasing trend towards motorization and car ownership, Brazil in 2014 has invested huge
resources to support urban mobility solutions; these funds contributed to the creation of the National Policy
on Urban Mobility, which established principles, guidelines and tools to guide municipalities in developing
urban mobility plans.
Belo Horizonte, São Paulo, and Rio de Janeiro have been the co-winners of the 2015 Sustainable
Transport Award, by the Institute for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP), the Sustainable
11
Transportation Award (STA), thanks to their advanced sustainable urban transport policies .
For example, the quality of city commuting is being improved by the increasing use of ITS technologies to
control and oversee transit, such as localization devices on collective vehicles, collaborative applications
which commuters use and centers for monitoring through the use of cameras and GPS. In Curitiba
in
8

ILOS (2010) “Logistic s and Environmental Sustainability in Brazil”, PhD, CEO ILOS Paulo Fernando Fleury .
https://scm.ncsu.edu/blog/2012/09/19/three-key-trends-in-the-brazilian-logistics-market/
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http://www.oecd.org/brazil/innovation-urban-mobility-brazil.htm
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http://thecityfix.com/blog/belo-horizonte-sao-paulo-rio-de-janeiro-2015-sustainable-transport-award-luisa-zottis/
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particular, Ericsson has deployed an innovative transport solution based on 3G/WCDMA mobile broadband
for URBS who is responsible for the operation and supervision of Curitiba’s transportation and transit
12
systems .
Brazil was a pioneer in the implementation of innovative solutions for urban mobility, such as the BRT (Bus
Rapid Transport) 13, with exclusive corridors and boarding stations that reduce waiting times for commuters,
integrated with TOD (Transit-Oriented Development) areas, a city planning approach that combines walking,
cycling and public transport spaces with compact, well-serviced, population centers. Nevertheless, the BRT
systems, which can use sustainable fuels like biodiesel or electric power, still need infrastructure work to
14
guarantee large-scale viability .
ITS solutions, along with infrastructural investments, will be also increasingly required to rise the capacity of
urban power grids, in the perspective of fulfilling the increasing electricity demand from public and private
transport systems.

Clean technologies
Brazil is one of the countries with the largest potential for electric transportation, since the methods
used for electricity generation in Brazil are considered to be sustainable with hydroelectric and the growth of
eolic turbines deployments. The issue of electric transportation is being extensively discussed among
specialists, who already see the Brazilian market as one of the main hubs for this type of transportation in
the near future.
Actually, electric cars still represents only 0.04% of the national fleet, although the adoption rate is
expected to grow in the near future. In 2014, 855 new vehicles were licensed in the country, almost 50%
more than the previous year. Between 2012 and 2015 around 1.800 e-cars were licensed in the country a nd
there are currently 153 recharging plants operating in Brazil as pilot projects, and only 2 are available for
15
public use in the city of Campinas as a property of CPFL Energia .
One of the main reasons for the delay in the development of the electric car industry is the fact that
the Federal government is currently focusing on ethanol production, which was largely adopted in cars.
Fuel producers and the government are concerned with the impending competition between the sources of
energy, which led to the unveiling of the electric car as a complement and not a substitute for the current
model.
According to the Sugar Cane Production Monitoring System (Sapcana), in association with the Ministry of
Agriculture (Mapa), the production of ethanol in São Paulo increased 64.4% between 2003 and 2012, when
more than 11.6 billion liters were produced, accounting for approximately 51% of total domestic figures. Over
the past 30 years, the improvement of manufacturing processes of ethanol required intense technological
development in agricultural and industrial production (generation, import, adaptation and transfer of
technologies) and connected infrastructures and logistic services.
In addition to being a major producer, the State of São Paulo is one of the largest consumers of biofuels in
the world. About 90% of vehicles sold in 2012 in the state use the fuel – flex technology, which allows
vehicles to operate more than one type of fuel in the tank (ethanol and gasoline), and most gas stations in
Brazil offer ethanol as an option.
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http://unfccc.int/secretariat/momentum_for_change/items/6639.php
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/news/catching-ride-brazil%E2%80%99s-sustainable-transport-revolution
OECD 2015
https://innovationhouserio.wordpress.com/2015/09/07/infrastructure-for-electrical-transportation-in-brazil/

However, the urgent need for a sustainable way of living in large cities is pointing to a larger adoption for
efficient and electricity-powered vehicles. With this aim, in São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Curitiba and Goiânia,
several projects are being implemented the construction of bicycle paths and the diversification of the mass
transportation system with the introduction of hybrid buses, light rail vehicles, monorails, subway, train grid
expansion.
Furthermore, to improve the Brazilian electric supplier’s charging station infrastructure, the House of
16
Representatives approved a project of law to have battery recharging stations installed in public car parks .
A further impediment for EV trade in Brazil is the status of the country’s inefficient electrical system backward
in development. The electricity sector in Brazil is the largest in South America, meeting about 77% of its
demand through the renewable energy form of hydroelectricity and is therefore equipped for providing electric
vehicles, but has not yet taken the sufficient steps in R&D to use the obtained energy for this purpose.
It is also assumed that around 70% of the country’s overall hydroelectricity potential has not yet been
exploited, so renewable energy is used but its generation should be enlarged.
Finally, a main problem is that Brazil’s electricity capacity addition lags behind demand growth, which
presumably continues to grow quickly. As excess supply is limited, investment is required to boost generation
and transmission capacity. As for EVs, policies for an extended use of electric mobility should go along with
efficiency improvements and upgrades of the electricity grids. The segment truly faces difficulties to grow, as
seen in the insufficient expansion of the rail network and the downward trajectory of t h e trolleybus in São
Paulo, where operators choose diesel units because of operating cost arising from restrictions and anomalies
in the electrical distribution network, with disagreements between operators and the energy provider. As for
public transport, the electric drive has come to stay in subway and commuter trains. Thus, it is possible
that trolleybuses powered by super capacitors, with partial grid connection, represent a future option.
The future scenario would be represented by a gradual insertion of EVs, initially imported with quite slow
growth, followed by a national manufacturing aftermarket industry and concluding on an initiated production
for specific consumer segments.

Safety
A new TRL research report has revealed that 34,000 Brazilian lives could be saved and 350,000 serious
injuries prevented by 2030, if UN vehicle safety regulations were adopted and car manufacturers sought to
achieve higher ratings in the Latin NCAP crash test program 17. The cheapest models of few most selling cars
received only 1 star when crash tested by Latin-NCAP. This was underpinned by the absence of basic safety
features such as airbags, lack of body reinforcements, lower-quality steel, weaker weld spots to support the
vehicles, and outdated designs of car platforms. As a result of this, the Brazilian government mandated air
bags and anti-brake locking systems on all cars in 2014. This regulation faced much criticism from automakers
and was at the verge of being postponed as it leads to an increase in the prices of basic models and also
results in a layover of several employees in the case of few models being discontinued.
Brazil has started to introduce vehicle safety legislation and Latin NCAP is raising awareness about the
importance of car safety and creating consumer based competition to motivate improvements. However, to
help create an automotive market in Brazil that provides adequate levels of safety, further development of
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http://www.camara.gov.br/proposicoesWeb/fichadetramitacao?idProposicao=560671
https://issuu.com/globalncap/docs/trl_report

the minimum regulatory standards is required. Brazil has clearly made road safety a priority, and supporting
much needed legislation will enable them to reach their road safety goals even faster. The regulatory priorities
for Brazil include the need to introduce a side impact crashworthiness test and to mandate for Electronic
Stability Control (ESC) to be fitted to every new passenger car. Electronic Stability Control (ESC) helps keep
a vehicle on course in critical situations such as swerving to avoid an obstacle. It detects understeer
or over steer and counters it by applying the brakes to individual wheels. ESC reduces loss-of- control
accidents, such as run-off-road collisions and rollovers, and is known as one of the most effective primary
safety systems. It was first introduced on the market in 1995 and became mandatory in the EU in 2011 for
new models and in 2014 for all cars.

2.2 Success factors and challenges for internationalization in Brazil

Brazilian market entry strategy can be different and requires a preliminary analysis. Direct export is a usually
adopted strategy, but it is often quite disadvantageous due to high taxation levels on import; it also requires a
detailed and time-consuming analysis of the competitive, fiscal and logistic aspects. Joint ventures are a
cheaper and less risky solution to start a business, and can be the best preliminary step to know potential
partners and continue with a business combination. Greenfield investment is normally used for big investment
when joint venture is not feasible.
Regarding the tax regime, tributes are articled on three levels: Federal, State and Municipal level. Most of
times each State determines its own tax rates.
The following table describes the main tributes of the Brazilian tax system.

Level for taxation

Type of tribute

IRPJ – Tax on income of legal persons

Federal

Direct

Social contributions on profit

Federal

Direct

PIS – Program for social integration

Federal

Direct

COFINS – Contributions for Social
integration
IPI – Tax on industrialized products

Federal

Direct

Federal

Indirect

IOF – Tax on financial transactions

Federal

Indirect

ICMS – Tax on movement of goods and
services
ISS – Tax on services

State

Indirect

Municipal

Indirect

For imported goods, the following duties are applied:
-

Duty on imports, variable and depending on the type of product, calculated on the CIF (Cost
Insurance, Freight) price
The AFRMM tribute, ad additional cost of 25% on the maritime freight that since 2003 is applied to
all costs related to maritime transports

All private companies that invest in Brazil with initiatives and projects for modernization, expansion or
diversification of activities can access the following incentives:
-

IPI exemption on equipment imported and used by new industrial activities established in the country
IRPJ partial exemption
Government loans
Easy authorization to import of equipment through enterprises located in the country

The main program for innovation ruling the automotive sector is “Inovar-Auto”, the “Program of Incentive to
innovation and densification of the productive chain in the automobile industry” introduced by the Law
7716/2012.
The measure is part of a set of industrial, technological and foreign trade policies developed by the Brazilian
government with the name of “Plano Brasil Maior”, and grants benefits regarding the IPI tax, -“Imposto sobre
Produtos Industrializados” the tax applied to all national and foreign products that have been modified in some
industrialized way for consumption or use- to companies that stimulate and invest in innovation inside
the Brazilian territory .
The program intends to stimulate investments in the national automotive industry in order to promote its
growth, by introducing a reduction of 30% in the IPI of automobiles produced and sold in the country.
The companies benefited by the reductions are the ones which produce vehicles in the country, purchase
them in the country or present investment projects in the automotive sector.
The Program also grants a reduction of more 2% in IPI for companies that achieve reduction goals of
CO2 emission and a discount of 2% to companies that overcome their own goals of investments in innovation,
engineering production and industrial components.
In order to benefit from Inovar-Auto, companies must choose two of the three requirements below and invest
accordingly:




Investments in research and development
Investments in engineering, basic industrial technology and empowerment of suppliers
Participation in the Programa Brasileiro de Etiquetagem Veicular, which is the Brazilian Labeling
Vehicle Program.

Existing cooperation agreements

Agreements on Cooperation and Facilitation of Investments (ACFIs)
ACFIs represent a new model of cooperation designed by Brazil, overcoming the traditional Bilateral
Investment Treaties (BITs) pattern, developed on mandate of the Brazilian Chamber of Foreign Trade
(CAMEX). It is a particular model agreement that focuses on investment facilitation and risk mitigation.
One of the main elements of the agreement is the determination of an agenda with specific issues for
cooperation and facilitation of investments. The following can be highlighted among the priority issues on the
agenda: facilitating the granting of business visas for nationals of both countries; facilitating and speeding the
procedures for issuing documents, licenses and certificates required for the establishment and maintenance
of investments; cooperation in sector legislation and institutional exchanges; and, cooperation between their
respective financial authorities to facilitate the transfer of currency and capital between the countries.
Approved in 2013, it was initially proposed to states where Brazilian companies were more consistently
investing (Mozambique, Angola, and Mexico were the first countries to react positively).

Sao Paulo Region
Investe São Paulo relies on a network of partners across the world that help investors access our services.
Investment promotion agencies, chambers of commerce, consular and diplomatic agencies make the
relationship between the companies from different countries and the Investment Promotion Agency of São
Paulo. This relationship is established through cooperation agreements that Investe SP executes with these
institutions aiming to provide assistance to entrepreneurs from all over the world who are interested in
investing in the state of São Paulo. At the same time, Investe SP works as a bridge between these institutions
and government agencies, or other entities with which the agency has contact.

2.3 SWOT Analysis

In conclusion, internationalization processes to Brazil of EU enterprises operating in the transport/automotive
field, have to face both success factors and challenges.
Main success factors stimulating the internationalization process:
-

Huge domestic market potential, with increased purchasing power of lower classes
Government with high interest in Automotive industry: further protection of the industry very
likely
Overall macroeconomic indicators are stable
Major need of innovation technology
Already existing cooperation projects between EU and Brazil (Latin America countries) on efficient
urban mobility (such as “International Coordination for implementation of innovative and efficient urban
mobility solutions”, with the involvement of “Instituto De Pesquisas Tecnologicas Do Estado De Sao
Paulo SA”)

Main challenges for internationalization process
-

Slow-down of economic growth in the next years due to the high dependence on consumption
and export to Argentina, which is affected by economic recession
Limited competitiveness impacting export capability and raising domestic car prices
High import duties: Protectionism that protects local manufacturing
18
High logistics costs which are at least double the average of developed countries

STRENGHTS
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WEAKNESSES

Know- how and cross sectorial competences available 
in MOVE ESCP
Lot of opportunities for internationalization through
clusters, business support agencies, European
institutional networks (EEN)
Advanced level of research of European automotive and
transport sector on technological improvement of engines
and solutions for sustainable mobility (EV, smart cities
policies)
OPPORTUNITIES

No former cooperation initiatives with
Brazil by the members of the consortium

Reduction/exemption of IPI for automotive industries
established in the country (Inovar-Auto program)

Existing cooperation projects EU-Brazil on urban mobility
Fast growth rates in transport and logistic sector, with 
new needs for mobility in the mid-term period
Sustainable transport policies for urban centers (modal 
shift to BRT and Metro, traffic management measures)
Logistic and infrastructure investment program
Opportunities to improve efficiency and environmental 
impact of logistic services (use of biogas and
biomethane)

Increasing demand and commitment of national
companies for a green logistic

High logistic costs
High level of taxation on import (pronational business laws)
Transportation dependency on highways
and roads
Transport not identified as one of the
priority sectors for the implementation of
GHG reduction measures (LCBA)
Biofuels and gasoline are leading the
market as transportation fuels
Emissions reduction in transport sector
is generally capital intensive, the
business potential is generally for public
and big transportation companies.

THREATS

Business Sweden (2014) “THE BRAZILIAN AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR: A DEEPER LOOK INTO THE AUTO PART SECTOR”







Big potential for electric transportation in the long
term period
High potential for research and technology transfer
in the sector
Modal shift in transport identified as an opportunity
with high potential of emission reductions and low
marginal abatement costs
Existing national policies in Brazil for logistics
improvement and sustainable urban mobility
Sectorial Plan for Transport and Urban Mobility for
the Mitigation of Climate Change (PSTM)

2.4 Initiatives and potential partners for international cooperation

In order to build up a set of opportunities for internationalization, an analysis of the main existing Brazilian
initiatives and organizations dealing with innovation, business cooperation and internationalization was
developed. Most of the initiatives and opportunities for internationalization take place in the State of Sao
Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, which actually present the highest density of manufacturing and service activities in
the sector of automotive and service for transport/logistics. The region of Sao Paulo, in particular, detains a
19
rich set of cooperation agreements.
The analysis included several kind of organizations, most of them already supporting cooperation programs
and initiatives for their members or SMEs in general: business accelerators, chambers of commerce,
technology parks and other centers for innovation and technology transfer.
Such organizations could act as a “bridge” between European and Brazilian companies, with the final aim to
create matchmaking opportunities and identify partners for new markets.
Organizations which are not dealing with companies in the sectors included in the MOVE initiative were not
considered.
Finally, a list of 150 Brazilian companies selected as potential partners is included. The companied were
basically identified by a second level analysis, considering the profile and the former internationalization
action developed (missions to UE, participation in fairs, etc.).

19

http://www.en.investe.sp.gov.br/about-investe-sp/cooperation-agreements/

Business incubators and technology parks
Organization
Centro de Apoio ao Desenvolvimento Tecnologico
Parque Scientifico e Tecnologico de Universidade de Brasilia
Istituto Brasilia de Tecnologia e Innovacao (IBTI)
Incubadora de Empresas e Cooperativas (ITEC), Univ. Catolica de Brasilia
Centro de Emprenditorismo e Incubacao, Universidade Estatual de Goias
Fundacao Manuel de Barros
Parque Tecnologico de Bahia
Fundacao de Fomiento a Tecnologia e a la Sciencia
Incubadora de base tecnologica do estado do Maranhao (Incubem)
INOVAPUCRS – Network for innovation and company development of Rio
Grande do Sul university
TECNOPUC

Region
Centro-Oeste
Centro-Oeste
Centro-Oeste
Centro-Oeste
Centro-Oeste
Centro-Oeste
Nord Este
Nord Este
Nord Este
Sul

State
Distrito Federal
Distrito Federal
Distrito Federal
Distrito Federal
Goias
Mato Grosso do Sul
Bahia
Bahia
Maranhao
Rio grande do Sul

Sul

Rio grande do Sul

Porto Digital
CENTEC – Instituto Centro de Ensino Tecnologico
INCUBAL – Incubador de Enpresas de Alagoas

Nord
Nord Este
Nord Este

Pernambuco
Ceara
Alagoas

PaqTcPB – Fundacao Parque Tecnologico de Paraiba
FUCAPI
CIDE – Centro de Incubacao e Desenvolvimento Emprenditorial
CIAEM – Incubar de Uberlandia
Inova – UFMG
REDETEC – Rede de Tecnologia do Rio de Janeiro
Incubadora de Enpresas de Lins
Parque Tecnologico de San Josè dos Campos
Parque Tecnologico Botucatu
CIETEC
Parque Tecnologico de Sorocaba
ParqTec
Intuel
Inaitec

Nord Este
Nord
Nord
Sud Este
Sud Este
Sud Este
Sud Este
Sud Este
Sud Este
Sud Este
Sud Este
Sud Este
Sul
Sul

Paraiba
Amazonas
Amazonas
Minas Gerais
Minas Gerais
Rio de Janeiro
Sao Paulo
Sao Paulo
Sao Paulo
Sao Paulo
Sao Paulo
Sao Paulo
Paranà
Santa Catarina

Website
www.cdt.unb.br
www.ibti.net.br
www.ucb.br
http://www.incubadora.ufg.br/
http://www.interp.com.br/
http://www2.secti.ba.gov.br/parque/
http://www.fundacaoftc.org.br/cena.asp
http://incubem.com/
http://www3.pucrs.br/portal/page/portal
/inovapucrs/Capa
http://www3.pucrs.br/portal/page/portal
/inovapucrs/Capa/Tecnopuc/Eng
http://www.portodigital.org/home
http://www.centec.org.br/index.php
http://www.ufal.edu.br/empreendedori
s mo/INCUBAL
http://www.paqtc.org.br
http://www.fucapi.br/
http://cide.org.br/
http://www.ciaem.ufu.br/
http://www.inova.ufmg.br/
http://www.redetec.org.br/
http://incubadora-lins.com.br/
http://www.pqtec.org.br/
http://parquebtu.org.br/
http://www.cietec.org.br/
http://www.empts.com.br/
http://parqtec.com.br/
http://www.aintec.com.br/intuel/
http://inaitec.com.br/

Most of the identified organizations are members of ANPROTEC, the national association of organizations
promoting innovative enterprises, mainly represented by incubators and science parks. It actually has
approximately 300 members, including also education and research institutions and government bodies.
The association actively participates in several international cooperation initiatives, partly co-funded by
European Union, such as Connect project, B.Bice+, ELAN programme and others (see also
http://anprotec.org.br/site/en/menu/projetos/ ).
According to a study carried out in 2011 by Anprotec in partnership with the Ministry of S c i e n c e , Technology
and Innovation (MCTI), Brazil has 384 incubators in operation, which benefit 2.640 companies and
generate 16.394 jobs. These incubators have graduated 2.509 projects. Many of the identified business
incubators were born in the frame of universities, with the specific aim to encourage the development of
young and innovative companies.

International Cooperation initiatives
Name
B.Bice+

Connect
ELAN programme

land2land

Program for International
Cooperation of the National
Council for Scientific and
Technological Development
LCBA – Low Carbon
Business Action in Brazil

Description
B.BICE+ is an International Cooperation (INCO) project funded by the European
Commission whose aim is to enhance bilateral cooperation and to support political
dialogue in Science, Technology and Innovation among the European Commission,
EU Member States, Associated Countries and Brazil.
CONNECT is targeted at European new entrepreneurs starting up businesses with
the potential to grow internationally.
The ELAN PROGRAMME (European and Latin American Business Services and
Innovation) is a European Union (EU) initiative that seeks to increase and diversify
the EU economic presence in Latin America, by meeting the Latin American demand
for knowledge and innovative technology.
Land2land is a support platform for the internationalization of innovative companies
that want to locate in innovation habitats, such as technology parks and business
incubators in Brazil or any other country.
Program aimed to stimulate international exchange and encourage partnerships in
the process of absorbing and disseminating knowledge and technology. The program
supports bilateral and multilateral initiatives involving developed and developing
countries
The Project Low Carbon Business Action is a European Union-funded initiative that
aims to contribute to sustainable development and greening of Brazilian industries
through the adoption of low emission technology, through a matchmaking action
leading to bankable projects

Website
http://www.b-biceplus.eu/about- us/the-project/

http://www.eubrazilconnect.com/
http://www.elannetwork.org/

http://land2land.com.br/

http://www.cnpq.br/web/guest/apresen
t acao-cooperacao-internacional/

http://www.lowcarbonbrazil.com/

B.B ice+ project, whose aim is to enhance bilateral cooperation between EU and Brazil, is also in charge of facilitating the exchange between European
and Brazilian, by supporting the creation of collaborative research teams, technology transfer offices, research laboratories promoting collaborative
action and sharing means and Brazilian and European research and innovation networks. Therefore, the project represents an useful, EU-based
supporting actor for EU enterprises looking for collaboration and business innovation opportunities in Brazil. In order to identify the most interesting
funding opportunities in Brazil in the field of innovation technology, BBICE+ cooperation project made available an updated database with the most
interesting current and past funding opportunities, sponsored by Brazilian and European Donors, to promote technology innovation projects
20
. The database includes:
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http://bilat.eu/235.php?country=BR&programme_type=any&thematic_area=any&textsearch=&submit=Search





Funding programmes of non-EU countries that are open to participation from all EU Member States (MS) and Associated Countries (AC).
Funding programmes of non-EU countries that are open to participation from one specific EU MS/AC or a selection of European countries.
Funding programmes of specific EU MS/AC that are open to participation from one or more non-EU country/ countries.

Regulatory agencies
Regulatory agencies are government bodies that play the role of inspection, regulation and control of products and services of public interest offered by
the private sector. It is important that investors and entrepreneurs widely know and apply in their projects the correct regulations and standards for
industries that operate in Brazil.

Name
São Paulo State Transportation Regulatory Agency
ANTAQ - National Agency of Waterway Transportation
ANTT - National Ground Transportation Agency
ANP - National Agency of Oil, Natural Gas and Biofuels
INFRAERO – Impresa Brasileira de infra-estrutura aeroportuaria
ANAC – National Aviation Agency

Website
http://www.artesp.sp.gov.br/
http://www.antaq.gov.br/Portal/default.asp?
http://www.antt.gov.br/
http://www.anp.gov.br/
https://www.infraero.gov.br/
http://www.anac.gov.br/

Business associations
Local business associations represent an important potential partner in the identification of cooperation opportunities with Brazilian SMEs. They are
active in the identification of the needs and promotion of Brazilian companies in their specific sector, often participating and involving their members in
national and international programs for export and internationalization.
Name
ANFAVEA - National Association of Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
SINDIPECAS - National Association of Autoparts Manufacturers
ASSESPRO – National Association of ICT enterprises

Sector
Automotive
Automotive
Information Technology

Website
http://www.anfavea.com.br/a-anfavea.html
http://www.sindipecas.org.br/home/
http://assespro.org.br/

ABAC – Association Brasileira dos armadores de cabotagem
ABIFER – Associacao Brasileira do Industria Ferroviaria
ABTRA – Association Brasileira de Terminas e Recintos Alfandegados
ABRAEC – Association das empresas de transporte internacional Expresso de Cargas
ABTC – Association Brasileira do Transportadores de Cargas
ABTI – Association Brasileira do Transpordadores Internacionais
ABTP – Association Brasileira dos Terminais Portuarios
ABTLP – Associação Brasileira de Transporte e Logística de Produtos Perigosos
ANTF – Association National do Trandportadores Ferroviarios

Logistics
Transport
Logistics
Logistics
Logistics
Logistics
Logistics
Logistics
Logistics

www.abac-br.org.br
www.abifer.org.br
www. abtra.com.br
http://abraec.org.br/
http://www.abtc.org.br/
http://www.abti.com.br/
http://www.abtp.com.br/
http://www.abtlp.org.br/
http://www.antf.org.br/index.php

Brazil-EU Chambers of commerce
Name
Danish-Brazilian Chamber of Commerce
Belgian-Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Hungary Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Spain-Brazil Chamber of Commerce
France-Brazil Chamber of Commerce
Netherlands-Brazil Chamber of Commerce
Swiss-Brasilian Chamber of Commerce
Italian Chamber of Commerce of Sao Paulo
Portugal-Brazil Chamber of Commerce

Website
http://danchamb.com.br/
http://www.belgalux.com.br/
http://www.ccibh.com.br/
http://www.camaraespanhola.org.br/
http://www.ccfb.com.br/
http://www.dutcham.com.br/
http://www.swisscam.com.br/
http://italcam.com.br/
http://www.camaraportuguesa.com.br/

Fairs and events
The State of Sao Paulo hosts several fairs in different sectors. The following table includes a list of the more important annual events for companies
looking for international cooperation in transport and logistics sector.
Name
Intermodal South America
Infraportos South America
Movimat
Fenatran

Period
April
April
September
November

Sector
Infrastructure and Logistics
Infrastructure and Logistics
Infrastructure and Logistics
Infrastructure and Logistics

Website
http://www.intermodal.com.br/en/
http://www.infraportos.com.br/
http://www.expomovimat.com.br/
http://www.fenatran.com.br/

Companies identified as potential partners
The list includes the following categories:
-

Transport services (air transportation, maritime transportation, road transportation)
Cargo agencies (including global logistics services management, freight forwarders)
Logistic operators (including third party logistics providers)
ICT solutions for logistics

Name
Bringger
Proativa
B&M Logistica
COPA
CTI Cargo
Custom
DC Logistics Brazil
Delfin Group
Manuport Logistics
Bandeirantes Logistica Integrada
Coopercarga logistica
ELOG
Martins
V.Santos Logistica International
Katoen Natie do Brasil
Mercosul Line
Modern Logistics
Multilog
Rocha Terminais Portuarios
Suzanlog logistica
Safmarine
MRS
Repom
Ritmo Logistica
Salvador Logistica
B Live
Bysoft
Modallport sistemas
Sliic

Sector/Category
Air/multimodal transportation
Air transport
Cargo agency
Cargo agency
Cargo agency
Cargo agency / Logistic operator
Cargo agency
Cargo agency
Cargo agency
Logistic Operator
Logistic Operator
Logistic Operator
Logistic Operator
Logistic Operator
Logistic Operator
Logistic Operator
Logistic Operator
Logistic Operator
Logistic Operator
Logistic Operator
Maritime transportation
Rail transportation
Road transportation
Road transportation
Road transportation
ICT solutions for logistics
ICT solutions for logistics
ICT solutions for logistics
ICT solutions for logistics

Website
www.bringer.com
www.proativa.com.br
http://www.bmlog.com.br/
www.copalogistica.com.br
www.cticargo.com.br
www.custom.com.br
www.dclogisticsbrazil.com
www.delfingroup.com.br
www.manuport-logistics.com
www.bandeiranteslog.com.br
www.coopercarga.com.br
www.eloglogistica.com.br
www.martinslog.com
www.vsantos.com.br
www.katoennatie.com
www.mercosul-line.com.br
www.modern.com.br
www.multilog.com.br
www.rochalog.com.br
www.suzanlog.com.br
www.safmarine.com.br
www.mrs.com.br
www.repom.com.br
www.ritmolog.com.br
www.salvadorlogistica.com.br
www.blive-ti.com.br
www.bysoft.com.br
www.modallport.com.br
www.sliic.com.br

Useful links
Description
FEHRL – National Road Research Centers in Partnership
WRI Brasil – Sustainable Cities
SUTP – Sustainable Urban Transport Project
SLOCAT – Partnership on sustainable Low Carbon Transport
Innovation policies in Brazil
FIEP – Federacao do Industrias do Estado de Paranà
Fundacao Araucaria
Instituto Slactec
Endeavor Brasil
ANPEI – National Association of Innovative Enterprises
MOBILAB – Innovative solutions for Urban Mobility
ANTAQ – Agencia National de Transporto Acquaviario
ILOS – Support in logistics and supply chain
Viajeo Plus – FP7 EU project for green urban mobility
Guialog – web portal on logistics in Brazil
FBDS - Fundação Brasileira para o Desenvolvimento Sustentável
CGIMoveis – Centro Gestor de Inovacao in Logistics
Logistics dictionary (Italian)

Link
http://www.fehrl.org/index.php?m=1
http://wricidades.org
http://www.sutp.org/en/
http://www.slocat.net/
http://issues.org/26-3/rezende/
http://www.sistemafiep.org.br/
http://www.fappr.pr.gov.br/
http://www.institutoslactec.org
https://endeavor.org.br/
http://anpei.org.br/
http://mobilab.prefeitura.sp.gov.br/
http://www.antaq.gov.br
http://www.ilos.com.br/web/
http://viajeoplus.eu/
http://www.guialog.com.br/
http://www.fbds.org.br
http://www.cgimoveis.com.br/logistica
www.dizionariologistica.com

3. MOROCCO
3.1 Market size and trends

The Moroccan economy has performed strongly over the past 15 years, with an average GDP growth of
21
almost 4% for the period 2010-2014 .

Main opportunities for sustainable mobility and transport operators come from the actual national policies for
the implementation of a sustainable logistic sector, considered a priority both for country economic
development and the achievement of the GHG reduction policies of Morocco to face climate change.

Automotive sector

The automotive industry in Morocco is one of the driving sector of the Moroccan manufacturing
industry, which has increased of 1,7% in terms of GDP from 2008 to 2012.
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Harvard Business School (2015), “The Automotive Cluster in Morocco”
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The automotive industry has developed over the years, growing into a substantial “cluster ”, which, by
2013, had a vehicle production of 167,000, € 2.8 billion in exports, 85,000 employees and over 200
companies.
The cluster is mostly based in Casablanca Industrial Zone and Tangier and Kenitra free zones, which offer
fiscal incentives and have strong infrastructures; the cluster also benefits from its strategic geographical
position, providing it the function of gateway to the large European consumer markets and to emerging
23
markets in North Africa and the Middle East .
Tanger Med Industrial Platform, one of the Moroccan free zones, thanks to the integrated project “Tanger
Automotive City”, is particularly emerging as the leading investment area in the automotive field.
The cluster is significantly integrated into the local economy, with 43% of car parts sourced from local
suppliers. Moreover, some of the car parts produced in Morocco are not only use for the local-based car
production -with in-based Renault and Dacia as main channels of distribution of local supplies-, but are also
exported to other car manufactures in Europe.
The performance of the Moroccan automotive cluster has been steadily improving over the years, experiencing
a significant growth between 2006 and 2012, as shown in the Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Source: Harvard Business School (2015)

In 2014 the automotive sector became the largest exporter with a turnover of $4.4 billion.
Thanks to the internal forward-looking investments and policies, presently, Morocco is the leading automaker
in North Africa since 2012, the second in Africa behind South Africa, and by 2017, the North African Kingdom
24
is expected to become the world’s 19th largest vehicle assembler .
The country counts 150 component suppliers and by 2020 the sector is expected to employ 90,000 people.
The country’s Ministry of Industry is supporting automotive-related manufacturing in four specific area
(batteries, seats and interiors, cables and wiring, stamping and metal parts), with the aim of increasing the
proportion of locally produced components in exported cars from 40 per cent to 65 % by the end of the
25
decade .
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The term cluster, in relation to the Moroccan the automotive market, is here intended as “industrial district”.
Harvard Business School (2015), “The Automotive Cluster in Morocco”
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http://www.thearabweekly.com/?id=1112
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http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/6b825f8e-cb3f-11e5-a8ef-ea66e967dd44.html#axzz453IiYp3i
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Transport and Logistics sector

For nearly a decade, Morocco has launched the programs aimed to raise its infrastructure at international
level. In 2007 and 'it opened the port of Tangier Med, with a capacity of 3 million containers. Even the road
and motorway network was subjected to a plan for implementation and extension as well as the rail network
and airport. From the industrial point of view. Integrated logistic platforms also raised in number.
Transport and logistics sector represents actually about 7% of national GDP, compared to the 13% of
European Union countries, but still suffers of a deficit in logistics.

Transport infrastructures in Morocco

As part of the development of an integrated policy for the development of different modes of transport, the
Ministry of Equipment and Transport has made significant progress in the development of transport
infrastructure, making also a breakthrough in the reform of liberalization, introducing competition in the
various modes of transport and improving the quality of service.
The Department has adopted a new strategy for the period 2012-2016, taking into account the guidelines of
the government program, such as the competitiveness of the national and regional economy, the integrated
and harmonious development of a balanced transport infrastructure, an investment policy on complementary
modes of transport, the promotion of intermodal transport, in addition to the increasing of the level of supply
and quality of services.

Source: Moroccan Ministry of Equipment and Transport

Road transport
Transport operators in Morocco are about 25.000; the 90% of them are small enterprises owing less than 2
vehicles. The main operator is the National Company of Transport and Logistics (SNTL), with about 100
vehicles.
45% of the about 30.000 vehicles used in transport have a capacity of less than 8 tons.
75% of goods in Morocco are moved by road transportation, with modalities that reflect the actual deficit in
logistics:
-

Direct transport of producers (for about half of the total volume)
Public transport services, with a 20% of the total controlled by SNTL and a relevant amount of
informal transport (reduced but not eliminated after the recent reform of the regulatory framework of
the sector)

Direct transport volumes (Groupment Samarcande-SCET, 2007)

Operators in the public transport sector (Groupment Samarcande-SCET, 2007)

Classification of the public transport operators considering the target market

The age of vehicles is around 13 years in average, and the actual organization of transport still lacks in good
management practices for the improvement of efficiency and the reduction of the number of kms travelled/
ton transported. More than half of transports are made with <3,5 ton sized vehicles, and more than 25% of
vehicles used for urban logistic are more than 15 years old.

Source: AMDL, Le development durable au Coeur de la dynamique logistique du Maroc, 2016

Railway transport
The market is dominated by a single public operator, the ONCF (Office National des Chemins de Fer), with
more than 100 locomotives and around 6.000 wagons.
Transport of containers is very limited, due to the deficits of facilities in the harbours and existing logistic
platforms.
ONCF approved a capital budget for spending in 2015. A part of this was allotted to the high-speed line now
under construction, Africa’s first high-speed railway, with another part allocated to modernizing the existing
rail network. The spending plan includes expanding the existing link between Casablanca and Kenitra and
also between Settat and Marrakech. The country aims to add 1500 km of high-speed railway by 2035. Funds
will also be devoted to strengthening security and safety, building stations and acquiring new trains.

Maritime transport
The sector is represented by more than 300 operators, mainly concentrated in Casablanca and Tanger.
The trend in maritime transport is increasing, with a total amount of 58,7 millions of tons in 2009.

Kind of transit in national harbours (2009)
Containers
Roll on / Roll off
Divers (conventional shipment)
Vracs

Tons (million)
7,2
3,5
4,9
43,9

The main target countries for export through maritime transportation are Spain, France and Italy; this type of
transport is mainly managed by European TIR operators.

Total transits in national harbours (2009)

Operator
COMANAV and IMTC
ExMaris
COMARIT
Petrocab / marcab

Type of transport
Containers and mix transport (passengers/TIR)
Containers
Mix transport
Liquid vracs

Main national companies in maritime transport

The National Ports Agency (Agence Nationale des Ports, ANP), which manages all ports except Tanger-Med
and Tanger Med II under the MET, has proposed big public and private investments in port infrastructure
from 2010 to 2030, predicted on an increase in maritime traffic to 290 million tons by 2030, up from 71.2
million tons in 2013. Projects to enhance capacity in over half of the ports are in the works to prepare for the
anticipated increase in demand. Ongoing projects include expansions of the ports in Casablanca and Jorf
Lasfar and improvements to the ports of Mohammedia, Sidi Ifni and Kenitra. A new port in Safi, supported by
public sector financing, is on schedule to begin operative in 2017. The port will have an annual capacity of 14
millions tons.

Intermodal transports
Intermodal transport is still little developed, mainly due to the lack of intermodal platforms and terminals for
the management of big flows, with the only exception of MED-tanger platform.
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Main obstacles for the implementation of an effective intermodality are :
-

Lack of containers for intermodal shipment
Lack of railway infrastructure inside harbours
Necessity to improve the regulatory policies
Lack of information channels between operators

Logistics
The national logistic market is actually quite poor, with few Third Party Logistics Providers (3PL) providing
integrated and complementary services, mainly referring to some big international players in the logistic
sector. Most of Moroccan companies in the sector provide separately transport, transit and logistics services.
The greatest logistics center is in Casablanca, followed by Tangier with its important port of “Tanger Med”,
which plays a key role in maritime traffic and trans-shipment. By the end of 2014, the port of Tangier Med
exceeded 3 million of TEUs, with a 20% increase over the previous year.

Cost of logistics in Morocco is quite high, being about 20% of GDP, and affects the global competitiveness of
the country.
A big challenge is represented by the separation of the export logistics and the internal one, which should be
linked in a unique and integrated system. While maritime and railway transport services show improvements
after the more recent changes at regulatory level, road transport and logistics still have to improve their offer,
characterized by a high fragmentation level and a low quality of services partly due to high tax of informal
activities in the sector.
27

The national strategy for the development of logistics competitiveness , identified by MET and CGEM
and implemented by AMDL, has the following main objectives:
-

Reduce the weight of Morocco's logistical costs on the GDP from 20% currently to 15% in the
medium term;
Accelerate GDP growth by gaining 5 points over 10 years by increasing value added due to lower
logistics costs and the emergence of a competitive logistics sector;
Contribute to the sustainable development of the country through the reduction of CO2 emissions
related to road freight transport by 35% in the medium term and the decongestion of roads and cities.

The implementation of the strategy focuses on 5 main axis:
-

26
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To provide the country with efficient logistical infrastructure through the establishment of a national
network of logistics zones

Report on the logistics sector on the Southern shores of the Western Mediterranean (CETMO, October 2010)

http://www.amdl.gov.ma/amdl/publication/strategie-nationale-de-developpement-de-la-competitivite-logistique/

-

Accelerate the coherent modernization of the sector through sectoral action plans for the
optimization of logistics flows
Implement actions favoring the emergence of integrated and efficient logistic services operators
A comprehensive national plan for the development of logistics skills
The reinforcement of the governance of the sector (axis 5) through the setting up of dedicated
bodies (Moroccan Observatory for Logistics Competitiveness - OMCL).

AMDL also launched in the last years several initiatives for the logistic sector, one in particular is the one
28
called Moroccan Green Logistics (MGL) , aimed at valorizing the contribution of the national logistics
sector to the objectives of sustainable development targeted by Morocco and to mobilize the stakeholders
concerned on a long-term basis around new collaborative actions.
As one of the first steps, the MGL initiative led to the preparation of the Moroccan Charter for Green
Logistics, elaborated in a working group comprising several experts and representatives of associations
and entities covering a good part of main players of the supply chain.

3.1.1

Technological areas of interest for international cooperation

The national strategies for a greener and more efficient transport and logistics sector identify some main
technological domains that can represent potential fields of international cooperation.

Optimization of logistics platforms system
The Moroccan logistics strategy has as its backbone the setting up of a network of logistics platforms for
grouping and unbundling of goods. These logistic hubs will serve as zones for the pipeline and the
concentration of freight flows, as multi-service logistics centers close to production and consumption basins
and transport networks.
This network will encourage the outsourcing of logistic services to specialized logistic operators, and will
require the introduction of ICT based solutions for logistics.
Main solutions identified are:
-
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Modal alternatives for sustainable massive flows (implementation of railway transports, pipeline
transport)
Logistics solutions for a sustainable import / export supply chain
o aggregation and massification of logistics flows
o environmental management oh harbours and logistic platforms
o development of the “export highways”
o dematerialization of procedures and the development of computerized solutions for border
transit operations
o development of outsourcing by promoting the use of joint tools and sustainable logistics
resources

http://www.amdl.gov.ma/amdl/presentation-gml/

Efficient urban logistics
In Morocco, the structuring of urban logistics was launched through the definition of a specific national
program by 2021.
This program provides for measures relating in particular to the organization of the traffic and parking of city
freight vehicles and the modernization of equipment and tools for the public management of freight circuits
by, inter alia, delivery centers, transport hubs and urban logistics areas.
Main identified initiatives are:
-

regulation of urban storage (organization of the movement of freight vehicles, organization of
vehicles parking)
fleet, equipment and infrastructure for urban logistics
o Modernization of fleets and equipment for urban logistics professionals
o Modernization of public goods management equipment and tools, with use of ITS for smart
cities (variable message boards, streaming count cameras, retractable bollards, …)
o Development of road hauliers and urban distribution and logistic spaces

As concern modernization of fleets for a more sustainable mobility, the MET has initiated activities related
to:
-

the renewing of the road freight traffic fleet that exceed the period of 10 years in order to mitigate
emissions of harmful gases;
the upgrading of the traffic control system and the technical inspection, allowing a more stringent
control of harmful gases emissions and a better engine performance

Green vehicles
Morocco launched in the last years some initiatives for the implementation of electric vehicles technology at
a national level.
PSA Peugeot Citroën entered into an agreement with five Moroccan universities, two US universities with
campuses in Morocco, one locally-based Ecole Centrale engineering school, and a technology transfer center
at the International University of Rabat, with the goal of developing new approaches for control and
diagnostics of the induction machine in electric vehicle.

The new OpenLab, dubbed “Sustainable Mobility for Africa”, will engage in a four-year research program to
explore sustainable mobility systems with three core focuses: the electric vehicle of the future, renewable
energy and the logistics of the future.
Regarding urban mobility applications, more recently, a consortium of Moroccan companies leaded by SNTL
developed a 100% electric pick up for urban mobility, and in 2017 a new plant for electric buses production
will start in Morocco in cooperation with a Chinese technology provider.

Safety
Safety in transportation is a priority for Morocco, that decided to improve it by both organizational and
legislative measures, with two major national plan in the last years:
-

PSIU (Plan Stratégique Intégré d’Urgence de Sécurité Routière)
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PNCR (Plan National de Contrôle Routier)
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The national plans leaded to the activaton of several measures for each sector.
Road transport:
-

Completion of road rehabilitation on security issues for the period 2011-2013 (120 blackheads
treatment, construction of 30 km of seawalls, 120 km of bike lanes);
Improved road safety through the implementation of the 2011-2013 emergency plan and integrated
strategic plan to 2016.

Rail transport:
- Acceleration of the elimination of level crossings (118 crossings in 2015);
- Continuation of the program of modernization of equipment and facilities for safety and security;
Ports and Shipping:
- Strengthening of safety and security in ports and along the Moroccan coast (implementation of a set
of technical control systems: MARIS, HAZMAT, LRIT, VTS);
- Improvement of new maritime laws in the field of safety and security.

The main ongoing goal of improving safety and security in transport is expected to increase the demand for
technologies and ICT devices in conformity with international and EU technical standards.
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http://www.equipement.gov.ma/Securite/Securite-routiere/Pages/PSIU.aspx
http://www.equipement.gov.ma/Securite/Securite-routiere/Pages/PNCR.aspx

3.2 Success factors and challenges for internationalization in Morocco

Morocco wishes to encourage foreign investors and to provide them with the same rights and advantages as
local investors.
Investments and investment returns, whether through capital gains, dividends, interest or sales, can be freely
repatriated. The objective is to establish an internationally competitive investment environment to increase
foreign investment in Morocco.
This Investment Charter principally seeks to encourage private sector investment, both domestic and foreign,
by offering systematic access to all available benefits as well as by simplifying administrative procedures.

Indirect investments
Indirect investments can rely on indirect access instruments, like contracts with local agencies or
selling/distribution/franchising contracts.
Agency support is the most used way, being the more flexible in terms of regulation and procedures.

Direct investments
Direct typical market access tools are joint-ventures, local representation offices, branches or new commercial
companies.
The creation of a new company by foreign investors can rely on low establishment costs and normally quick
times to complete the procedure (15 days), and there are no limits to the nationality of members and
administrators. Direct investments can also take profit by the existence of three free trade zones (FTZ)
attracting foreign capitals: Tangier Free Zone, Atlantic Free Zone, and Oujda Free areas.
The benefits of the FTZ are (i) Pressure tax reduced to zero on dividends; (Ii) tax exemption for the first 5
years activity and taxation at 8.75% for the next 20 years; (Iii) no cost of company registration (Iv) VAT
exemption and (v) free movement of capital.

Tax rates
The Moroccan customs authority regulates all goods imported into Morocco. Tax rates depend upon a
number of factors, including the type of goods and the country of origin.
The main system comprises three main taxes: corporation tax (IS), which concerns revenue and profits
made by the companies and other legal persons; income tax, (IGR) which concerns income and profits
acquired by natural persons and partnerships, and VAT which is applied to consumer spending.
There are also other duties and taxes of minor budgetary importance. The following are examples: tax on
income from shares, partnership shares and similar revenue (TPA), which is applied to revenue generated
by equity shares and the like (shares, partnership shares etc); tax on fixed yield investments (TPPRF) which
applies to income from debt securities such as bonds, commercial papers, short- term notes etc., and
registration fees and stamp duties, which are paid in particular when transfers, incorporation or winding-up of
companies take place.

Imports face the following basic rules:
-

customs import duties, which depends on the product
para-fiscal import tax of 0.25%
Value Added Tax (VAT) of 20% (rates of 7% and 14% apply to some products and services)
customs import duties can be reduced if the imported products are covered by free trade
agreements or other specific regulatory dispositions

Moroccan taxes applies territorially. Foreign companies are liable on Moroccan-sourced income if they have
a permanent establishment in Morocco. There is an opt in tax for qualifying activities of 8% of contract
amount, which requires the submission of a tax declaration before 1 April of each fiscal year. Otherwise, tax
incentives apply equally to resident and foreign companies.
Moroccan residency status applies if a company is incorporated in Morocco or its place of effective
management is in Morocco.

Existing cooperation agreements

Global Environmental Facility (GEF) and United Nations Program
The GEF contributes to the financing and implementation in Morocco of a project on the integration of
climate change in the national strategy for the development of logistical competitiveness and in the
implementation of logistics platforms.

AMDL cooperation initiatives
The projects initiated by the Moroccan Logistics Development Agency, within the framework of the
implementation of the national logistics strategy, are characterized by their breadth and diversity and the
multiplicity of needs, current and future, given the continuing nature of the process of upgrading and
development of this sector and its environment.
Several cooperation and partnership agreements have already been concluded with several national and
international partners, grouped in:
- bilateral initiatives
- multilateral initiatives
- international networking

1. Agreement with the Logistics Center of Catalonia (CIMALSA) on the organization of training
seminars on the planning and development of logistics platforms for AMDL executives.
The aim of this cooperation project is to jointly organize and conduct training seminars on the planning and
development of logistics platforms in Morocco and Spain for the benefit of AMDL executives.
The training offer will include a program that will be divided into 4 blocks:
-

Logistics as a sector
Territorial policy and the development of a logistics park
A public management model: the case of CIMALSA

-

Visit and training of platforms and logistics areas in Spain

2. Cooperation Agreement with the Languedoc-Roussillon region (France)
A framework agreement for cooperation for the development of the logistics sector between the Moroccan
Agency for Development of Logistics and South of France Development representing the Languedoc Roussillon Region was signed on 30 January 2014.
This agreement aims to promote the rapprochement between Moroccan and Languedocian actors in the
logistics sector, streamline logistics flows between the Languedoc-Roussillon region and Morocco and make
logistics a competitive lever for territories.
As an implementation of this framework cooperation agreement, an action plan has been defined and shared
with all Moroccan and Languedocien partners and which includes several areas of work:
-

Flow monitoring
Optimization of import-export supply chains between the two territories
Partnership between the LOGIPOLE Logistics Cluster in Souss-Massa-Draa and the LanguedocRoussillon Region
Development of logistic area projects

3. Program of measures to strengthen connectivity between the Canary Islands and Morocco
AMDL is a partner in the Program of Action to strengthen connectivity between the Canary Islands and the
southern regions of Morocco in its 2nd phase (Transmaca II).
This project aims to improve connectivity in maritime and air transport between the two regions to strengthen
logistics and promote trade between the Canary Islands and Morocco.
The strategic line of this project can be summarized in particular in the following points:
-

Conducting studies and organizing workshops, meetings on specific aspects concerning the
feasibility and operationalization of connectivity actions between the said territories;
The organization of seminars, conferences and meetings for the promotion and use of a connectivity
system between the two territories;
Establishing procedures for the launch of regular freight and passenger lines;
In this context, a joint committee of Morocco - Canary Islands, of which AMDL is a member, was set
up in 2014 and held its first meeting at the Atlantic Fair of Logistics and Transport SALT held in
Fuerteventura in November 2014.

4. Cooperation agreement with the International Finance Corporation
This Agreement concerns technical assistance for the implementation of the Human Resources component
of the Moroccan Observatory for Logistics Competitiveness (OMCL). The Memorandum of Understanding
between the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the Moroccan Logistics Development Agency (AMDL)
was signed on September 16, 2013.
This project will essentially enable OMCL to design and implement training and employment indicators in the
logistics sector in Morocco in order to improve the employability of young people by matching their skills with
business needs.

5. Project of cooperation with the World Bank in the field of urban logistics
The World Bank is working in partnership with European institutions to help with the study for the structuring
of urban logistics in Morocco, carried out by the Moroccan Agency for Logistics Development.
This contribution will be covered by thematic programs managed by the Bank and should be supported in
part by the Sustainable Logistics Trust Fund established between the World Bank and the Government of
the Netherlands. The World Bank supports the work of the consultancy selected by the AMDL to carry out
the services of the aforementioned study, as consultant to the Client (the Agency), by carrying out specific
case studies in One or two Moroccan cities and by facilitating access to international knowledge.

6. Accession of the AMDL to the European Logistics Association (ELA)
ELA is a Federation of 30 national organizations covering almost all the countries of Central and Western
Europe, in addition to Russia and Ukraine. It sits in Brussels and its mission is to develop and propose
efficient logistics solutions facilitating economic development in general and industrial in particular. The
association develops training standards and programs and encourages their use internationally. ELA also
encourages exchanges of experience, best practices and information among its members and annually
awards the prize for the best European logistics project. ELA also supports the implementation of basic and
applied research projects in logistics and contributes to the establishment and promotion of standards for the
assessment and certification of highly qualified logistics competencies.
Several contacts and exchanges undertaken by the Moroccan Logistics Development Agency (AMDL) with
the leaders of this association were crowned by the visit of the President of ELA to Morocco on December
18, 2014. During this visit, the President of ELA has officially confirmed the acceptance by the ELA board of
Morocco's membership application to this association as a full member.
Morocco is the first country in the MENA region and in Africa to become a full member of this prestigious
association, which opens important prospects for the national logistics sector.

3.3 SWOT analysis

STRENGHTS







Know- how and cross sectorial competences available 

in MOVE ESCP
Lot of opportunities for internationalization through
clusters, business support agencies, European
institutional networks (EEN)
Advanced level of research of European automotive and
transport sector on technological improvement of engines
and solutions for sustainable mobility (EV, smart cities
policies)
Existing cooperation agreements to strengthen
connectivity between Canary Islands and Morocco
Possibility to capitalize and build on the former
experiences of the partnership (Logipole SMD,
IntraRegio project, …)
OPPORTUNITIES











National policies for logistics development and 
improvement of competitiveness (MET/AMDL)
National program for sustainable logistic sector
(Moroccan Green Logistics)
Private programs of investment in sustainable and
electric mobility
Automotive cluster established, including over 200
companies
Existing cooperation projects EU-Morocco on urban
mobility
International networking activities by AMDL
National programs for modernization of fleets and
improvement of safety conditions in transport sector
Existing policies for urban logistics
Renewable and Energy efficiency sector is on the top of
the agenda for the development of t he country in next
years

WEAKNESSES
Deficit in logistics
Weak link between external and internal
logistics networks

THREATS
Difficulty in the identification of national
partners at company level (few operators
in transport and logistics)

3.4 Initiatives and potential partners for international cooperation

In order to build up a set of opportunities for internationalization, an analysis of the main existing Moroccan
initiatives and organizations dealing with innovation, business cooperation and internationalization was
developed.
The analysis included several kind of organizations, most of them already supporting cooperation programs
and initiatives for their members or SMEs in general: business accelerators, chambers of commerce,
technology parks and other centers for innovation and technology transfer.
Such organizations could act as a “bridge” between European and Moroccan companies, with the final aim
to create matchmaking opportunities and identify partners for new markets.
Finally, a list of Moroccan companies selected as potential partners is included. The companied were
basically identified by a second level analysis, considering the profile and the former internationalization
action developed (missions to UE, participation in fairs, …).

Innovation
According to the Moroccan Association of Capital Investors (AMIC) 2012 report on the state of innovation
funding in Morocco, funding innovation in the country remains a challenging process and nearly 80%
31
of Moroccan firms use self-funding to develop their R&D projects .
In 2009, it was launched the “Moroccan Innovation Strategy”, which was meant to produce 1,000 Moroccan
patents and facilitate the creation of 200 innovative start-up companies by 2014. Nevertheless, in 2014 just
207 patent applications had been filed with the Moroccan Office of Industrial and Commercial Property
(OMPIC), which was the same as in 2007.
Despite the low performances of the Moroccan Innovation Centre, between 2012 and 2014 the Kingdom
managed to gain 10 places and reach 78th place in the global innovation index rankings published by the
32
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) .

Business development and cooperation
The Morocco Incubation and spin-off network (RMIE) is one of the most active organizations in the sector.
Established in 2002 by the Government in partnership with socio-economic actors in order to bring together
universities and the world of business and to encourage innovation and creation of innovative companies,
main mission of RMIE is to prospect and generate a pipeline of projects to create innovative companies and
work to raise funds for their financing.
Activities and services of RMIE are offered in partnership with a wide set of partners, including Ministries,
Research centers, business accelerators and funding organizations.

Invest in Morocco (Moroccan Investment Development Agency), the national body in charge of promoting
and developing investment in Morocco, taking actions to promote communication and to publicize
31
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http://en.econostrum.info/Innovation-funds-fill-the-gaps-left-by-the-Moroccan-State_a396.html
http://en.econostrum.info/Innovation-funds-fill-the-gaps-left-by-the-Moroccan-State_a396.html

Investment opportunities in Morocco and attract potential prospects. Invest in Morocco organizes seminars,
conferences, workshops, etc.., for the sake of promoting domestic and foreign investment and offers investors
a wide range of services in order to set up business in Morocco through a professional team, which are:
-

Information about the regulatory framework and investment opportunities in Morocco;
Assistance quests for investment;
Facilitation of the contacts with local and administrative partners;
33
Assurance that best environment for the development of your business .

Among the local and international organizations supporting innovative entrepreneurship in Morocco there are
also:
-

-

-

Startup Maroc is the biggest Moroccan start-ups and mentors community, an affiliate ONG of
Startup Weekend, which organize events to build awareness on entrepreneurial issues.
CEED, an US NGO, aimed at supporting startups. CEED was created to help entrepreneurs looking
to grow their businesses by enlisting successful entrepreneurs to mentor them. CEED has been
developed using a peer to peer model where entrepreneurs would share their experiences, help
others overcome challenges, and develop trust in others in the network. CEED launched CEED
Morocco in 2013 as the first CEED center in Africa. CEED Morocco has a community of more than
100 mentors and 50 business partners helping and guiding CEED Moroccan entrepreneurs and
200 Moroccan entrepreneurs have already participated to more than 70 training sessions and
34
40 networking events .
Endeavor, an international network, helping entrepreneurship to grow. Endeavor Morocco, launched
with the support of the United States Agency for International Development, is the Endeavor’s sixth
affiliates in the Middle East, North Africa (MENA) region, where the organization is producing
significant results. In MENA region, in fact, Endeavor has already selected 131 entrepreneurs
representing 73 companies in the MENA region and provides these entrepreneurs a range of
35
services including mentoring, access to key networks and introductions to sources of smart capital .
36
Réseau Entreprendre , a French based NGO, providing seed capital through loans and
mentorship. RE Morocco is an entrepreneurship association with 7 local settlements (Casablanca,
Marrakech, Agadir, Rabat, Khouribga, El Jadida et Benguerir), committed to help creating, fixing
and developing SMEs. It has a national network of 154 business leaders members, engaged in
supporting business creators or company fixers and since 2011, it has contributed to the creation or
the protection of more than 200 jobs, providing to companies more than 4 M Dhs of loans.

In the field of sustainable mobility, the International Association of Public Transport, whose main office is
located in Brussels, has an operative Division in MENA Region, with a recently inaugurated (2015) office in
Casablanca. As a part of the global project “tranSTATISTICS”, whose aim is to provide information o n urban
mobility and general indicators, the volume of supply of public transport services (fleet, vehicle x km produced
annually, in both cases with distinctions by mode) and volume of demand for public transport services
(passenger transported annually), MENA UITP Office is involved in the regional-based project
37
tranSTATISTICS MENA, which focuses on the collection of key urban mobility indicators in MENA Region .
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For further information on MIDA’s activities: http://www.invest.gov.ma/?lang=en&Id=45
See the following link for further information on CEED Morocco’s involved entrepreneurs and activities and for any info on CEED
reference contacts: http://ceed-morocco.org/our-impact/?place=data
35
See the following link for further information on Endeavor’s activities and for any info on Endeavors’ reference contacts:
http://www.endeavor.org/impact/impact-stories/
36
See the following link for further information on RE Morocco’s activities and for any info on RE’s reference contacts
http://www.reseau-entreprendre-maroc.org/chiffres-cles-_R_55_55_
34
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See the following link for further information on UITP MENA’s activities and for any info on its reference contacts:
http://www.uitp.org/search/node/casablanca

Regulatory agencies
The main national authority in the sector is MET (Ministry of Equipment and Transport), providing
infrastructures and a range of basic services for the operators. The main public organizations having a role in
the sector are the following.
Name
Ministry of Equipment and Transport
Societe’ nationale des autoroutes du Maroc (ADM)
Societe’ nationale des transports et de la logistique (SNTL)
Office National des Chemins de fer (ONCF)
Marsa Maroc
Agence nationale des ports (ANP)
Agence Marocaine de Development de la Logistique (AMDL)
Tanger Med Port Authority

Website
www.equipement.gov.ma
www.adm.co.ma
www.sntlgroup.ma
www.oncf.ma
www.sodep.co.ma
www.anp.org.ma
www.amdl.gov.ma
www.tmpa.ma

Business associations
Name
Fédération du transport (CGEM)
Association marocaine pour la logistique (AMLOG)
Association marocaine des transports routier internationaux (AMTRI)
Association des agents maritimes consignataires (ASSAMAT)
Syndicat des dockers professionnels (UMT)
Association des Freight Forwarders du Maroc (AFFM)
National association of promotion of SMEs (MarocPME)
Agencie Special Tanger Mediterranee (TMSA)

Website
www.cgem.ma
www.amlog.ma
www.amtrimaroc.com
Umt.ma
www.affm.info
http://candidature.marocpme.ma/
www.tmsa.ma

Fairs and events
Name
Logismed
POLLUTEC Maroc
MED ports

Period
May
October
April

Sector
Infrastructure and Logistics
Environmental equipment
Logistics in ports

Website
http://logismed.ma/
www.pollutec-maroc.com
www.transportevents.com

Companies identified as potential partners
The list includes the following categories:
-

Transport services (air transportation, maritime transportation, road transportation)
Cargo agencies (including global logistics services management, freight forwarders)
Logistic operators (including third party logistics providers)
ICT solutions for logistics

Moroccan offices of foreign companies were not included.

Name
SJL Maghreb
Devcorp
Maroc Express
Mobitrack
Transport Marocaines
Loadline
MPL Morocco

Sector/Category
Logistic Operator
ICT solutions for logistics
Road transportation
ICT solutions for logistics
Cargo agency / Logistic operator
Logistic Operator
Logistic Operator

Website
www.sjl.ma
www.marocexpress.ma
www.mobitrack.ma
www.transmar.co.ma
www.loadline.ma
www.mplmaroc.com

